Seminar

**Changing Migration Patterns and Migration Governance in the Mediterranean Region**

18th December 2014

IAI library

Via Angelo Brunetti, 9 – Rome

10.00-11.30  Session I: Migration patterns and challenges in the Mediterranean

Chair  Emiliano ALESSANDRI, OSCE

Panelists  Stefano VOLPICELLI, former OIM official

Costanza HERMANIN, OSI

Ferruccio PASTORE, FIERI

11.30-12.00  Coffee break

12.00-13.30  Session II: The international governance response

Chair  Daniela HUBER, IAI

Panelists  Sarah WOLFF, Queen Mary University

Teresa ALBANO, OCEEA

Maria Teresa DEL RE, Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs

*In cooperation with*  

[osce]

*With the support of*  

[Compagnia di San Paolo]